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Door Step School & CIF Report April to September 2012 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Annexure- A – Projects for Pre-primary ( Balwadi) Children: 

April – Cloths  
- In the month of April topic “Cloth and Mateials required for stiching clothes" was taken.The Children were 

informed of the clothes worn by the people earlier.They were shown the samples 
- - Showed different type of clothes for different seasons.Wollen clothes are worn in Winter, in Summer cotton 

clothes      are worn. Also how these clothes are made was given to them.  
- -  In some classes children stitched  small clothes with their hands. 
-  

May - Revision of All project of previous year 
- Games, embossing, embroidery and various games were organised relevant to each project 
 

 

June – Trees / Plantation 
- - Discussion of advantages of trees; what happens if 

there are no trees etc. 
-  
- -  This project was conducted by planting trees by 

teachers and students. 
-  

 
   

July  –  Human Body  
 

- Human body was discussed and elaborated to the 
students as a part of the project. 

- Pictures and charts were hung in the class of the 
Human body. 

- Sense organs were explained by practically 
smelling,hearing etc by the students. 

- Students were made to walk on their 
toes,ankes,knees to remember their body parts. 

 
  

 
 

Aug  –  Flowers 
- While covering the topic of flower fresh and paper 

flowers were used to  understand the flower. Paper 
flowers were made by the children. 

- - Various creative activities like drawing the shape 
of the flowers,colouring the flowers was performed   
to understand about the flower. 

- - During the activity plastic bottles were converted 
into flower vases.Flowers of various shapes and 
sizes were assembled in the vase. 

- Various flowers with names were assembled in a 
"Toran" to undrestand the flowers. 

- Creative activities like drawing the shape of the 
flowers,colouring the flowers was performed to 
understand about the flower 
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September  –  Vegetables 
- Across all centers the topic of vegetables was 

undertaken.  
- Various creative activities like drawing the shape of 

the vegetables,colouring the vegetables was 
performed   to understand about the vegetables. 

- Children also share the information regarding 
vegetables that allready knowing them.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

                                                   

  

-END- 

 

 


